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Abstract: Germanium nanowires, ranging from 10 to 150 nm in diameter, were grown several micrometers
in length in cyclohexane heated and pressurized above its critical point. Alkanethiol-protected gold
nanocrystals, either 2.5 or 6.5 nm in diameter, were used to seed wire formation. Growth proceeded through
a solution-liquid-solid mechanism at growth temperatures ranging from 300 to 450 °C. At temperatures
exceeding 500 °C, large Ge particulates formed due to unfavorable growth kinetics. Temperature, the nature
of the precursor, precursor concentration, and the Au:Ge ratio were determining factors in nanowire
morphology. The Ge nanowires were characterized using a range of techniques, including XPS, XRD,
high-resolution TEM and SEM, nanometer-scale EDS mapping, and DTA.

Introduction

Semiconductor nanowires have recently been under intense
investigation, encouraged by new synthetic methods and their
potential use in applications ranging from integrated circuit
interconnects to functional electronic and optical devices.1-4 In
addition to significant technological advances due to their unique
electrical, optical, and mechanical properties, nanowires can
provide a material system to experimentally test fundamental
quantum mechanical concepts.

For many applications, nanowires must be crystalline and
largely defect-free, with diameters ranging from 10 to 100 nm
and lengths greatly exceeding their diameter. Remarkable new
synthetic methods have produced nanometer diameter wires with
aspect ratios greater than 1000 for a variety of semiconducting
materials, such as silicon,5-7 germanium,5,8-12 and GaAs.1,13

Compared to Si, Ge nanostructures are of particular interest,
since the Bohr exciton radius is larger in Ge than in Si,14 which

consequently should lead to more prominent quantum confine-
ment effects. Herein, we report the solution-phase synthesis of
Ge nanowires ranging from 10 to 150 nm in diameter with
lengths up to several micrometers.

The approach described here is based on the vapor-liquid-
solid (VLS) whisker growth mechanism discovered by Wagner
and Ellis15,16 over 30 years ago. In the first VLS experiments,
a silicon precursor was degraded from the gas phase by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) over a surface containing liquid gold
droplets. Instead of depositing on the surface, the silicon
preferentially dissolves into the gold droplet to form a Au:Si
alloy until saturation. Upon saturation, the semiconductor exits
the droplet in the form of a whisker (see Scheme 1). Growth is
sustained by continued Si absorption into the nucleating metal
drop as the CVD reaction proceeds. Since this method was
originally applied with liquid metal drops, the minimum wire
diameter achievable was limited to the minimum stable liquid
drop diameter (i.e.,∼100 nm) and was limited to growth on a
surface by vapor deposition.

As mentioned above, the VLS method has since been
extended to a variety of materials1,5-13 and modified to include
a solution-liquid-solid (SLS) synthesis,17 gas-phase synthesis
with nucleation particles created via laser ablation,5 and a
supercritical fluid synthesis.18 The laser ablation method has
been successfully applied to various semiconductor materials
such as Si, Ge, GaN, and GaAs,1,5,19although the wire diameters
have had large size distributions. Naturally, one expects to have
better diameter control by controlling the size of the nucleating
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metal particles. Recently, we demonstrated that alkanethiol-
protected gold nanocrystals dispersed in a supercritical fluid at
high temperature and high pressure could indeed control Si
nanowire growth to produce nanowires less than 10 nm in
diameter, with relatively narrow size distributions.18 Lieber and
co-workers later reported diameter control of Si and InP
nanowires by combining CVD with size-monodisperse Au
particles ranging in size from 5 to 30 nm attached to a
surface.20,21In a fluid, the dispersed Au nanocrystals can produce
free-floating nanowires with dramatically higher throughput than
surface growth methods. The solution-phase approach affords
rational tunability of the synthesis parameters, such as precursor
and seed concentration and size, while providing a high-
temperature and high-diffusion-rate environment for the reaction.

Binary metal phase diagrams provide a general guide for
selecting suitable materials to seed wire growth. The bulk phase
diagram for Au:Ge shown in Scheme 1 reveals the coexistence
of a liquid solution with solid Ge above the eutectic point at 28
at. % Ge and a temperature of 360°C.22 Wu and Yang recently
presented unambiguous evidence for the VLS mechanism in
Au-nucleated Ge nanowires.23 Herein, we report the solution-
phase synthesis of Ge nanowires using alkanethiol-capped Au
nanocrystals, dispersed in cyclohexane heated and pressurized
above its critical point, as the seeds for wire growth. The effects
of temperature, pressure, precursor, reaction time, and precursor
concentration were investigated. The optimum conditions for
Ge nanowire growth are identified.

Experimental Section

Nanowire Formation. The experimental setup was similar to one
applied by Chlistunoff et al.24 A modification was made to create a
flow-through reactor that permitted rapid thermal quenching after the
reaction and efficient product purification by flushing the reactor with
cyclohexane (Figure 1). The inlet and outlet of a 1.6-mL grade 2
titanium reaction cell were connected to high-pressure tubing via LM-6

HIP reducers (High-Pressure Equipment Co.). A Si (100) wafer was
placed inside the reactor cell to help collect the nanowires after the
reaction. The deposition wafers were cut into 4-× 30-mm sections
and sonically cleaned in acetone for 40 min, followed by a rinse in
2-propanol and a 15-min rinse in a 1:1 HCl:methanol solution. They
were then rinsed and stored in doubly distilled, deionized water prior
to insertion into the reactor. The cell was covered with heating tape
(Barnstead/Thermolyne) and insulation, allowing the reactor temperature
to be maintained to within(1 °C through a temperature controller
(Omega). A high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) pump
(Alcott) was used to pressurize a piston with doubly distilled, deionized
water which in turn pressurized the reactor with deoxygenated,
anhydrous cyclohexane (Aldrich). The system pressure was monitored
with a digital pressure gauge (Sensotech).

Alkanethiol-coated Au nanocrystals were prepared and size-selected
according to procedures outlined in the literature.25,26 The germanium
precursors were tetraethylgermane (TEG; (CH3CH2)4Ge, Aldrich, 99%)
and diphenylgermane (DPG, (C6H5)2H2Ge, Gelest, 95%). A stock
solution of Au nanocrystals in the germanium precursor (Au:Ge molar
ratio 1:2000) was prepared under a nitrogen atmosphere. The nano-
crystals/Ge precursor stock solution was diluted in anhydrous deoxy-
genated cyclohexane to 200 mM Ge and used as the injection solution.
Several reactor volumes of anhydrous deoxygenated cyclohexane were
flushed through the cell prior to precursor injection to ensure an oxygen-
free synthesis environment. The titanium cell was pressurized with
cyclohexane to 2.0 MPa and heated to the desired synthesis temperature.
Prior to precursor injection, the cell pressure was reduced from 7.6 to
4.2 MPa. The precursor solution was injected through a 350-µL sample
loop into the supercritical cyclohexane in the hot reactor. The reactor
was subsequently pressurized to the desired conditions, and the reaction
proceeded for 8 or 20 min. After the elapsed synthesis time, the heating
tape and insulation were removed. The cell was depressurized by
ejecting the liquid reaction mixture into a receiving vial containing
cyclohexane. The remaining products were extracted by flushing the
reactor with cyclohexane, which also cleaned the nanowires deposited
on the wafer. Water was sprayed on the cell to further decrease the
reactor temperature. Any remaining products were isolated from the
reactor by flushing with cyclohexane. The product solutions and the
deposition wafer were stored under nitrogen prior to characterization.
The achieved yields ranged from 60% to 80%.

Characterization. The Ge nanowires were characterized using
various techniques. High-resolution scanning electron microscopy
(HRSEM) was performed using either a Hitachi S-4500 or a LEO 1530,
both operating at 10kV. Nanometer-scale energy-dispersive X-ray
energy spectral (EDS, iXRF Systems, Inc.) maps were obtained on the
LEO 1530 HRSEM with 6 kV accelerating voltage. The lateral pixel
resolution was 128, with a pixel dwell time of 130µs and a minimum
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Scheme 1. Binary Phase Diagram for the Au:Ge (Adapted from
Ref 22)a

a The inset illustrates the proposed nanowire growth mechanism. The
germanium precursor thermolytically degrades to atomic Ge, which dissolves
in Au seed particles. Upon saturation, Ge crystallizes in the form of single-
crystal wire.

Figure 1. Apparatus for nanowire synthesis in supercritical fluid.
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of 30 overlaid frames. Ge was detected using the Ge LR line at 1.188
keV; Au and oxygen were detected using the M and KR lines at 2.121
and 0.525 keV, respectively. Nanometer-resolved elemental contrast
images were also obtained using a Robinson backscattering electron
detector (RBSD, ETP Semra Ltd.) attached to the LEO 1530 SEM.
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images
and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were obtained
using a JEOL 2010 or a JEOL 2010F electron microscope operating at
200 kV. HRTEM samples were prepared by drop casting cyclohexane-
dispersed nanowires on carbon-coated 200 mesh Cu grids (Electron
Microscope Sciences). HRTEM was performed on nanowires removed
from Si wafers by sonicating in minimal volumes of cyclohexane after
the HRSEM characterization. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
was performed on a Physical Electronics XPS 5700 equipped with
monochromatic an Al X-ray source (Al KR, 1.4866 keV). X-ray
diffraction (XRD) spectra were obtained on glass slides using a Phillips
vertical scanning diffractometer, with Cu KR radiation and a scintillation
detector. Thermal analysis of the nanowires was performed on a Perkin-
Elmer Series 7 differential thermal analyzer (DTA).

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows HRSEM images of Ge nanowires synthesized
from TEG (Figure 2A-C) and DPG (Figure 2D-F) in cyclo-
hexane at 38 MPa at temperatures varying from 300 to 500
°C.27 Nanowire growth was seeded with 6.5- and 2.5-nm-
diameter alkanethiol-capped Au nanocrystals for reactions using
TEG and DPG, respectively.28 Ge nanowire deposits observed
on the wafers spanning the length of the “hot zone” of the reactor
were homogeneous in concentration and size across the entire
substrate, thus demonstrating that the reactor contents are well

mixed in the cell during synthesis without appreciable temper-
ature gradients.

Syntheses carried out at 250°C with either TEG or DPG did
not yield wires. Neither precursor decomposes significantly at
this temperature. At 300°C, limited precursor decomposition
occurs (Figure 2A,D). A few short wires (average diameter of
45 and 19 nm for samples prepared from TEG and DPG,
respectively) appear; however, the majority of the product is in
the form of Ge particles. Nanometer-scale EDS mapping
confirmed that the particulates in Figure 2A consist of Ge and
not Au. At 400 °C, wire production improves significantly.
Comparison of HRSEM images of wires formed using TEG
and DPG, such as those shown in Figure 2B,E, reveal that DPG
yields much higher quality Ge nanowires than TEG. DPG
produces longer wires with minimal particle formation. Wires
exceeding 20µm in length are observed. The average wire
diameter of the nanowires produced from TEG at 400°C was
87 nm, while DPG under the same synthesis conditions yields
nanowires with an average diameter of 17 nm. The relative
standard deviations for the diameters produced from TEG and
DPG were 36% and 26%, respectively. The statistical averages
are based on analyzing more than 100 wires. The variation in
nanowire diameter results in part from the nanocrystal size
distribution, which commonly has a relative standard deviation
of 15%. However, microscopic fluctuations in growth conditions
can also lead to broadening of the histogram. The growth
kinetics also dramatically impact wire morphology and size
distributions as well (see discussion below), and nanowires
produced from DPG are significantly smaller and more mono-
disperse than those formed under identical conditions from TEG.

Two primary factors appear to broaden the nanowire size
distribution: (1) Au nanocrystal agglomeration and (2) unfavor-
able decomposition kinetics in the case of TEG. The injected
precursor solution contains relatively size-monodisperse, steri-

(27) A similar sequence of experiments was carried out with both Ge precursors
at a synthesis pressure of 13.8 MPa, but the gross morphology of the
deposited material from this sequence of experiments did not differ
significantly from the ones shown in Figure 2.

(28) Similar experiments using TEG were performed using size-monodisperse
Au nanocrystals with an average diameter of 3.4 nm; however, the nanowire
diameter distribution did not have a significant statistical difference from
that of the wires grown from the larger Au nanocrystals.

Figure 2. HRSEM images of Ge nanowires grown at 38 MPa for 20 min using TEG at (A) 300, (B) 400, (C) 500°C. Ge nanowires grown at 38 MPa for
8 min using DPG at (D) 300, (E) 400, and (F) 500°C. The micrometer-sized particles in (C) and (F) are Ge particles, as confirmed by nanometer-scale EDS
mapping. The morphology of wires produced from DPG with 20-min reaction time was similar to the those shown in (D)-(F). The inset in (C) shows a
low-magnification image of micrometer spheres formed at 500°C.
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cally stabilized Au nanocrystals; however, agglomeration of
nanocrystals or liquid alloy Au:Ge droplets at elevated temper-
atures could be expected and would subsequently lead to broad
Ge nanowire diameter distributions. A control experiment in
which the Au nanoparticles were subjected to the synthesis
conditions in the absence of germanium precursor showed
significant nanoparticle agglomeration. In fact, it is quite
remarkable that the nanocrystals are sufficiently stable to yield
nanowire size distributions with standard deviations about the
mean diameter less than(30% when DPG is used as a
precursor. The greatest contributor to size distribution broaden-
ing appears to be the wire growth kinetics. TEG gives rise to
larger wires with very broad size distributions, while DPG
produces smaller wires with relatively narrow size distributions.
These differences stem from the different decomposition kinetics
of each precursor. TEG appears to be more kinetically stable,
as much less Ge product results from the low-temperature
reactions than when DPG is used. DPG can form radicals
stabilized by the two phenyl substituents, leading to an efficient
disproportionation reaction and faster decomposition kinetics
than TEG. Slow decomposition kinetics result in slow Ge supply
to the seed particle, which is particularly crucial in the early
stages of the wire formation process. Fast decomposition, such
as in the case of DPG, leads to efficient saturation of the Au
nanocrystals to initiate nanowire crystallization. The slower
decomposition kinetics of TEG, on the other hand, allows more
time to elapse before the nanocrystals are saturated enough to
produce wires. Particle agglomeration can occur during this “lag
time”, which could explain the production of larger average wire
diameters.

Nanowire synthesis was also attempted at 500°C. HRSEM
images of the resulting material are shown in Figure 2C,F for
TEG and DPG, respectively. Instead of nanowires, micrometer-
size spherical particles form. Nanoscale EDS mapping indicates
that the particles are, indeed, composed of primarily Ge, and
XRD revealed that the particulates consist largely of crystalline
cubic Ge. One explanation for particle formation at 500°C is
that Ge nanowires form initially but subsequently melt into
particulates. This hypothesis is based on the findings by Wu
and Yang29 that the Ge melting temperature is significantly
depressed in nanowiressto temperatures as low as 600°C for
20-nm-diameter wires. DTA scans of nanowires prepared from
DPG at 350°C, however, did not show any evidence of nano-
wire melting at 500°C. Another explanation centers around the
kinetic competition between wire growth and homogeneous Ge
particle nucleation and growth. The precursor decomposes
into Ge atoms that can either dissolve into the Au:Ge droplets
and crystallize into nanowires, or homogeneously nucleate into
spherical particles. At temperatures below 500°C, Ge nucleation
from the liquid Au:Ge seed particles is faster than homogeneous
Ge particle nucleation. However, at 500°C, nanowire growth
cannot be sustained because the Ge supply rate to the system
overwhelms the nanowire crystallization rate. When the Au:
Ge ratio is increased to 1:20 instead of 1:2000, the seed particles
can sustain nanowire growth to a degree, as shown in Figure
3A,B for DPG and TEG reactants, respectively; however, the
inset in Figure 3A also shows that homogeneous nucleation of
Ge on the nanowire surface remains a competing mechanism,
which severely degrades the quality of the nanowires.

The Ge nanowires synthesized in supercritical cyclohexane
using gold nanocrystals as seeds exhibit crystalline cores. For
example, HRTEM of Ge nanowires formed at 350°C and 15
MPa using DPG exhibit cubic crystal structure, as shown in
Figure 4A,B and confirmed by SAED (Figure 4A, inset) and
XRD (Figure 4C). The HRTEM figures show that〈110〉 and
〈111〉 are the predominant nanowire growth directions. A more
detailed TEM study correlating the growth direction to synthesis
parameters is currently in progress. Both SAED and XRD
confirm that the Ge nanowire crystals have the cubic diamond
structure. The Scherrer formula was used to estimate the
effective domain size on the basis of fwhm of the diffraction
peaks. The derived nanowire size produced from DPG at 400
°C was 20 nm, which agrees well with the 17 nm average wire
diameter determined by TEM. Nanometer-scale EDS mapping
of the Ge nanowires (Figure 5) confirms their Ge composition
and also illustrates the presence of Au at the tips of the majority
of the nanowires. Both nanometer-scale EDS maps and HRTEM
confirm the direct participation of the Au nanocrystals in the(29) Wu, Y.; Yang, P.AdV. Mater. 2001, 13, 520.

Figure 3. HRSEM images of Ge nanowires grown at 500°C and 38 MPa
with a Au:Ge ratio of 1:20 (A) using DPG and (B) using TEG. The inset
in (A) shows the growth of excess Ge on the surface of the pre-existing
nanowire.
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Ge nanowire growth. XPS (Figure 6) and EDS mapping (Figure
5) also show that, prior to atmospheric exposure, the Ge
nanowires are not oxidized. After 24 h of atmospheric exposure,
the wires oxidize to a significant degree, with 3 mol % O relative
to Ge (Figure 5). After 168 h, approximately 7 mol % of the
Ge in the sample has oxidized.

On the basis of the VLS and SLS mechanisms, one would
not expect to form wires at temperatures below the eutectic
temperature. However, Ge nanowires were observed to form at
reaction temperatures as low as 300°C. There are two possible
explanations for this observation. Either the Au:Ge eutectic

temperature has been significantly reduced in the nanoscale gold
droplets, as recently reported by Wu and Yang,29 or a nanom-
eter-sized solid nucleation particle can seed wire growth. The
latter possibility was recently suggested by Kamins et al.,30,31

who found that Ti-nucleated Si wires grew at temperatures up
to 500°C below the eutectic, suggesting that a solid nucleation
particle has sufficiently high internal diffusion rates to permit
wire growth.

While the injection solutions used for all experiments
discussed thus far contained 200 mM, complementary experi-
ments with diluted injection solutions at 20 and 800 mM were
carried out with TEG and DPG at 450°C and 13.8 MPa. The
results are shown in Figure 7. While the precursor concentration
does not appear to affect the morphology of the nanowires
grown with DPG, the materials obtained from the TEG
experiments show significant concentration dependence. The

(30) Kamins, T. I.; Williams, R. S.; Chen, Y.; Chang, Y. L.; Chang, Y. A.Appl.
Phys. Lett.2000, 76, 562.

(31) Kamins, T. I.; Williams, R. S.; Basile, D. P.; T., H.; Harris, J. S.J. Appl.
Phys.2001, 89, 1008.

Figure 4. HRTEM and XRD of Ge nanowires (A) synthesized from DPG
at 350 °C and 38 MPa, exhibiting the 110 growth direction, and (B)
synthesized from TEG at 400°C and 38 MPa, growing in the 111 direction.
(C) XRD pattern of a nanowire sample obtained from DPG at 400°C and
38 MPa. The inset shows the corresponding SAED pattern recorded along
the [111] axis.

Figure 5. EDS map of Ge nanowires synthesized at 450°C and 10 MPa
showing Ge, Au, and O atomic profiles in the nanowires (Ge KR, 1.188
eV; Au M, 2.121 eV; O KR, 0.525 eV).

Figure 6. XPS of Ge nanowires in the region of the Ge 3d peaks: (a)
immediately after synthesis; (b) after 24 h of atmospheric exposure (3 mol
% oxidation of the wires); and (c) 168 h of atmospheric exposure (∼7 mol
% oxidation). Deconvolution of the Ge and GeO2 peaks at 29 and 33 eV,
respectively, revealed the amount of wire oxidation. The splitting of the
Ge signal at 29 eV resolves the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 states.
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low TEG concentration produces nanowire network structures
(Figure 7A) very different from those shown in Figure 2. The
“sea urchin” structures seen in Figure 7A contain up to 30
nanowires, with diameters ranging from 20 to 50 nm and lengths
up to 1.5 µm. Nanowires grown from DPG at the same
concentrations do not exhibit the sea urchin morphology (Figure
7B).

The sea urchin Ge nanowire structures were imaged by
HRSEM (Figure 7A) using a Robinson backscattering detector
(RBSD). Gold particles exist at many of the tips of the
nanowires protruding from the central structure. Zhu and co-
workers32 have reported similar 3D structures composed of
amorphous silicon oxide wires radially attached to a Co catalyst

particle. The mechanism proposed in ref 32 involves an
agglomerated catalyst particle at the core and smaller catalyst
particles at the tips of the wires. The “nanoflower” structures
observed ref 32 differ in two aspects from our observed
structures: (1) EDS measurements did not indicate that Au
resides at the center of the structure, and (2) the wires are
crystalline, as confirmed by the HRTEM. A possible mechanism
for the formation of these structures begins with homogeneous
nucleation of a large Ge cluster followed by Au nanocrystal
adsorption. The combined effects of low precursor concentration
and slower decomposition rate of TEG compared to that of DPG
appear to delay Ge wire nucleation for the seed particles.
Therefore, increased agglomeration of nonsaturated Au:Ge alloy
droplets occurs in the early stage of synthesis compared to the
experiments in which the precursor concentration is higher. At
later stages in the reaction, Ge continues to add to the
agglomerated structure, most likely through dissolution into the
Au nanocrystals, which encourage growth of the spikes from
the structure.

Conclusions

Sterically stabilized gold nanocrystals were used to promote
the growth of milligram quantities of Ge nanowires in a
supercritical fluid environment. EDS mapping confirmed the
significance of Au-nucleating particles to nanowire growth.
Nanowire formation was observed at growth temperatures below
the eutectic point of the bulk material, possibly due to reduced
eutectic temperature in nanostructures or the possibility of a
solid nucleation particle. The comparison of DPG and TEG as
Ge precursors illustrated the importance of the precursor
decomposition rate to the morphology of the synthesized
nanowires. The quality of Ge nanowires formed from DPG is
superior to that of those obtained from TEG due to the faster
decomposition of the former. The optimum temperature range
for Ge nanowire synthesis in supercritical cyclohexane is
between 350 and 400°C, while varying the pressure between
13.8 and 38 MPa did not affect the gross wire morphology.
Low TEG concentrations favor the formation of aggregated sea
urchin nanowire-shaped structures, whereas high concentrations
result in the formation of dense nanowire networks for both
TEG and DPG. Agglomeration of Au nanocrystals or the Au:
Ge droplets during the initial stages of the reactions appears to
limit the diameter control of the Ge nanowires nucleated from
the Au seeds. The Ge nanowires oxidize to a significant degree
upon atmospheric exposure.
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Figure 7. HRSEM images of Ge nanowires grown at different precursor
concentrations: (A) image obtained with RBS detector of Ge nanowire
structure formed by degrading TEG (20 mM) injected at 450°C, 13.8 MPa;
(B) Ge nanowires formed at 450°C, 13.8 MPa, with an injection solution
of 20 mM DPG. The Au:Ge ratio in both experiments was 1:200. In (A),
backscattered electrons show the higher contrast Au particles at some of
the tips of the wires protruding from the central structure.
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